Abstract-Next generation cellular systems are expected to entail a wide variety of wireless coverage zones, with cells of different sizes and capacities that can overlap in space and share the transmission resources. In this scenario, which is referred to as Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets), a fundamental challenge is the management of the handover process between macro, femto and pico cells. To limit the number of handovers and the signaling between the cells, it will hence be crucial to manage the user's mobility considering the context parameters, such as cells size, traffic loads, and user velocity. In this paper, we propose a theoretical model to characterize the performance of a mobile user in a HetNet scenario as a function of the user's mobility, the power profile of the neighboring cells, the handover parameters, and the traffic load of the different cells. We propose a Markov-based framework to model the handover process for the mobile user, and derive an optimal context-dependent handover criterion. The mathematical model is validated by means of simulations, comparing the performance of our strategy with conventional handover optimization techniques in different scenarios. Finally, we show the impact of the handover regulation on the users performance and how it is possible to improve the users capacity exploiting context information.
I. INTRODUCTION

G
LOBAL mobile data traffic is expected to increase exponentially in the next years, reaching 15.9 exabytes per month by 2018 [1] . One of the most promising approaches to face this challenge is the so-called Heterogeneous Network (HetNet) paradigm, which basically consists in enriching the current cellular network with a number of smaller and simpler Base Stations (BSs), having widely varying transmit powers, coverage areas, carrier frequencies, types of backhaul connections and communication protocols. The deployment of pico and/or femto BSs within the macrocell, indeed, can provide higher connection speed and better coverage to the mobile users located at the border of the macrocell or in regions with high traffic demand.
While increasing the efficiency of the cellular networks, HetNets also raise several technical challenges related to user management [2] . An important aspect is related to the handover (HO) process of mobile users that, differently from classical cellular networks, have to deal with cells of widely varying coverage areas. In general, the HO process, standardized by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [3] , is triggered by the User Equipment (UE), which periodically measures the Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) from the surrounding cells. When the difference between the RSRP of a neighboring cell and that of the serving cell is higher than a fixed HO hysteresis value, γ th , (event A3 in [4] ), the HO process starts, as exemplified in Fig. 1 . If this condition holds for a period of time equal to the Time-To-Trigger (TTT) parameter, the HO is finalized and the UE connects to the BS with the strongest RSRP.
The static setting of the HO hysteresis and TTT values adopted in traditional scenarios with only macrocells is no longer effective for HetNet systems, because of the large variety in cell characteristics [5] , [6] . With large values of TTT and of the hysteresis margin, the UE will likely experience a severe degradation of the RSRP during the TTT period when crossing a small cell, a problem that is generally referred to as HO Failure. On the other hand, short TTT and low hysteresis margin may cause HO Ping-Pong, i.e., frequent HOs to/from the M-BS, which yields performance losses due to signaling overhead and handover times. Reducing HO failure and ping-pong rates are clearly conflicting objectives, and the HO policy needs to trade off the two aspects [7] .
Another challenge of HetNet management is the so called Load Balancing, which consists in mitigating congestion in cellular networks by offloading users from overloaded cells to lightly loaded neighboring cells. This problem has been mostly addressed in homogeneous networks, with only macrocells. Load Balancing in HetNets is more involved due to the disparities in cell sizes and transmit powers. In order to achieve the desired efficiency from the deployment of small cells, hence, the handover decision needs also to be load-aware. Indeed, by properly adapting the hysteresis margin, mobile users may be encouraged to switch to small BSs that are lightly loaded to get higher data rates. As a consequence, macrocells will also have the possibility to better serve their remaining users.
In this paper, we make a step forward towards the design of context-aware HO policies by first presenting a theoretical model that describes the evolution of the UE state along its trajectory, within a basic but representative HetNet scenario. Second, we determine the expression of the average UE performance as a function of the HO parameters and other context parameters, such as the UE speed, the power profiles of the macro/pico/femto BSs, the cell load factors, and the channel model. The mathematical framework we developed can accommodate different performance metrics, such as the HO failure rate, the ping-pong rate, or the average Shannon capacity, which is the one actually considered in this work. The mathematical model is then used to design a context-aware HO policy (CAHP) that selects the HO parameters to maximize the performance metric with respect to the UE environment and channel conditions.
A preliminary and partial version of this work was presented in [8] , where we advanced the idea of modelling the handover process by means of a non-homogeneous Markov chain, and we exploited the model to define a context-aware HO policy that was shown to improve the average performance of a mobile UE with respect to the context-agnostic policies. For the sake of completeness and self-consistency, this manuscript embodies that work that, however, is here presented in greater detail. Furthermore, upon such a base, in this paper we extend the context-aware HO policy to take into account the traffic load of the different cells. This is obtained by dynamically changing the HO hysteresis values to be considered in the HO process according to the load information broadcast by the cells, as detailed later in the manuscript. Furthermore, in Appendix B we sketch a possible generalization of the model to a HetNet scenario with multiple femtocells.
A similar work has been proposed in [9] , where the authors develop a mathematical model for the HO procedure and derive a closed-form expression of the UE outage probability. Their policy selects the TTT and margin parameters in order to minimize the specific metric of handover failure rate. However, they do not consider the problem of load balancing among cells and, moreover, make the assumption that the UE trajectory with respect to the position of the BSs is known to the UE. Our work, instead, proposes a more general model, and defines a contextaware HO strategy based on the more realistic assumption that the UE's trajectory with respect to the location of the BSs is unknown and that the cells are loaded.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II provides an overview of related prior work. Sec. III introduces the channel propagation model and the HO mechanism, and derives the UE performance metric. Sec. IV presents the analysis of the HO process by means of a discrete time Markov chain, while Sec. V extends the previous model considering also the cell loads. The extension of the model to the multicell scenario is briefly discussed in Appendix B. Sec. VI formulates our context-aware HO optimization policy (CAHP), while Sec. VII provides some results for different scenarios, in comparison also with other standard strategies. Finally, Sec. VIII concludes the paper.
II. PRIOR WORK
Recent surveys on self-organizing networks (SON) [10] and on mobility management in HetNets [11] clearly show that a proper configuration of the system parameters is both crucial for the overall throughput and also challenging due to the heterogeneity of the network. Some works in the literature focus on the theoretical characterization of key handover performance metrics. The authors in [14] express the relation between HO failure and ping-pong rates as a function of TTT, hysteresis margin, and user velocity. Similarly, in [15] the HO failure probability is derived as a function of the sampling period used by the user to collect the measurements from the neighboring cells, i.e., the Layer 3 filtering period. In both works however fast fading and shadowing statistics are neglected in the propagation model. In [16] , instead, a closed-form expression of the HO failure rate is provided, taking into account also channel fading. The most severe limitation of the works in [14] - [16] is the assumption that small coverage areas are modeled as perfect circles that, while allowing their analytical tractability, is quite unrealistic. A study of more general user trajectories is presented in [17] , where the authors propose a realistic user mobility model, and present analytic expressions for the HO rate, i.e., the expected number of HOs per unit time, and the cell sojourn time, i.e., the expected duration that the user stays within a particular serving cell.
Several solutions in the literature consider to adapt some HO parameters to the UE mobility conditions. In [12] , for instance, the authors propose an algorithm that, while keeping the TTT and hysteresis margin constant, adaptively modifies the Cell Individual Offset (CIO) parameter, which is a margin to be added to the RSRP for load management purposes. The authors show that a UE can detect changes in its mobility pattern by monitoring the changes of the type of HO failure events (e.g., too early/late HO events, HO failures, or HO to the wrong cell) and, hence, can adjust the specified CIO parameter to minimize both the HO failure and the ping-pong rates.
In [13] an extensive simulation campaign is conducted in SONs to compute the Radio Link Failure (RLF) 1 rate for different UE speeds and types of handover, i.e., macro-to-macro and macro-to-pico handover. The proposed policy selects the TTT parameter that guarantees that the RLF rate is below a certain threshold. Reference [18] analyzes the Cell Range Expansion (CRE) technique that consists in enlarging the small cell coverage in order to balance the users load. The authors simulate the effect of both CRE bias and hysteresis margin on the HO failure and ping-pong rates, while fixing the TTT parameter.
A different approach is presented in [19] where the HO decision is based on a mobility prediction algorithm that estimates the residence time of the UE in the possible target cell. The proposed policy allows the UE to switch to the target cell only when the estimated residence time is above a certain threshold. A similar procedure is considered in [20] where a mobility state estimation algorithm groups UEs into three speed classes and assigns a fixed TTT value to each of them, such that high speed UEs avoid the HO to pico cells, while lower speed UEs perform HO in order to minimize their RLF rate.
In these works, however, all users are assumed to have full access to the entire cell resources, irrespective of the current traffic load of each cell, which is unrealistic. The load balancing problem has been studied in [21] , where the authors analyze the impact of the CRE parameter on the system capacity through the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR). The CRE parameter is adjusted to control the number of off-loaded users and, hence, to guarantee that the overall capacity is maximized. However, [21] assumes static users and does not take into account the handover that arises with mobile users. The algorithm in [22] , instead, exploits the user mobility state and, by properly changing the users CIO parameter, reduces the congestion of overloaded cells, but without optimizing TTT and the hysteresis margin. The procedure described in [23] studies the impact of both the hysteresis margins referred to HOs to macro and small cells, assumed different in general, on the HO signaling overhead while guaranteeing the load balancing condition among users. The authors of [24] , instead, propose a joint algorithm that, on the one hand, tunes TTT and the hysteresis parameters to optimize the handover performance metric (defined as a weighted sum of RLF, ping pong and handover failure) and, on the other hand, adapts the handover margin to achieve a load balancing condition.
Although these solutions improve the efficiency of HO in HetNets with respect to the standard static setting of the HO parameters, to the best of our knowledge a mathematical model that describes the HO performance as a function of the scenario parameters, such as the pathloss coefficients, the UE speed, and the cell load factors, is still lacking. In [25] we addressed this gap by proposing an approximate analytical expression for the mobile UEs performance, which is then used to define a TTT selection policy that maximizes the average Shannon capacity perceived by the UE along its trajectory. However, fading effects and load balancing conditions were not considered.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
For the sake of simplicity, we focus on a basic scenario consisting of a macro BS (M-BS) and a femto BS (F-BS) placed at distance d M F , and using the same frequency band. Despite its simplicity, this model still presents the fundamental issues related to HO in HetNets and, hence, is representative of the targeted scenario. In any case, the approach we propose in this manuscript can be generalized to more complex scenarios with multiple overlapping femtocells, though at the cost of a more involved notation and argumentation, as discussed in Appendix B. For convenience, we define the UE's trajectory with respect to a reference circle H of radius R centered at the F-BS. We assume that the UE moves at constant speed v, following a straight trajectory. With reference to the polar coordinate system depicted in Fig. 2 , the trajectory is then uniquely identified by the angular coordinate φ of point b where the UE crosses the border H, and by the incidence angle ω formed by the trajectory with respect to the radius passing through b. We assume that the UE can enter the femtocell from any point and with any angle, so that the parameters φ and ω are modeled as independent random variables with uniform distribution in the intervals [0, 2π ] and [−π/2, π/2], respectively.
In the remainder of this section we describe the channel model, the HO process and the target performance metric considered in this work.
A. Propagation Model
At time t, a mobile UE at position a measures an RSRP M (a, t) from the M-BS, and F (a, t) from the F-BS. We assume a path-loss plus fading propagation model [26] , according to which the RSRP from the h-BS, with h ∈ {M, F}, is given by
where t x h is the transmit power of the h-BS, g h (a) is the pathloss gain, which depends only on the distance of point a from the h-BS, while α h (t) is the fast-fading channel gain at time t. We assume that the fading is Rayleigh distributed, i.e., α h (t) is an exponential random variable with unit mean and coherence time [27] T c = 9 16π
where f d and f c are the Doppler and the carrier frequencies, respectively, c is the speed of light, and v is the UE's speed. Due to fading, channel fluctuations can cause the HO process to be improperly triggered, thus generating the ping-pong effect. The duration of the channel outage is a well studied metric in the literature to model this phenomenon (e.g., see [28] , [29] ). Since the considered scenario is interference-limited, we can neglect the noise term and approximate the SINR γ h (a, t) experienced by a UE connected to the h-BS at time t and in position a as 2
whereγ
are the deterministic components of the SINR, while
account for the random variations due to fading. 3 
B. Handover Performance Model
The HO process is driven by the UE's instantaneous RSRP. If the difference between the RSRP of the serving and the target cell drops below the HO threshold γ th , the TTT timer is initialized to a certain value T and the countdown starts. Whenever the RSRP difference returns above the HO threshold, however, the countdown is aborted and the HO procedure is interrupted. Conversely, if it remains below the threshold for the entire interval T , then the UE disconnects from the serving BS and connects to the new BS. This switching process takes a time T H that accounts for the network procedures to connect the UE to the target BS. We remark here that the above condition on the RSRP difference can be translated to an equivalent condition on the SINR experienced by the UE where the power received from the target cell is the interference. Hence, we will use this latter notation in the following.
C. Mean Trajectory Performance
For any given point a, we can then define the connection state S of the UE to be M, F or H depending on whether the UE is connected to the M-BS, the F-BS or is temporarily disconnected because Handing over from one to the other.
Given an arbitrary straight path , we define the mean trajectory performance as
where | | is the trajectory's length, is the line integral along the trajectory, χ a (S) is 1 if the UE's state at point a is S and zero otherwise, while C S (a) is the performance experienced by the UE at point a along the trajectory, given that it is in state S ∈ {M, F, H }.
Since the UE can follow any trajectory, we average the mean trajectory performance along all the straight lines of length L that enter the femtocell with random incidence angle, thus obtaining 4
with a(x, ω) being the point at distance x from b along the trajectory with incidence angle ω. Now, the term χ a(x,ω) (S) is random, depending on the evolution of the SINR in the previous time interval of length T . Taking the expectation of (7) with respect to the random variables ξ h (t), h ∈ {M, F}, defined in (5), we hence get
whereC S (a(x, ω)) is the average performance at point a(x, ω), given that the UE's state at point a(x, ω) is S, whose probability is
In this paper, we focus on the average Shannon capacity experienced by the UE while crossing the femtocell. Hence, for S ∈ {M, F} we definē
where the expression in the last row is derived in Appendix A. In order to account for the various costs of the handover process (energy, time, signaling, etc), we assume the UE experiences zero capacity while switching from one BS to the other, i.e., during T HC
Unfortunately, the computation of (9) is very complex because of the time correlation of the fading process. To overcome this problem, we replace the continuous time model with a slotted-time model, where the UE's trajectory is observed at time epochs spaced apart by the fading coherence time T c . In this way, at each slot we can approximately assume an independent fading value. Note that the sampling time, i.e., the slot duration, varies with the UE's speed, according to (2) . Nonetheless, the distance covered by the UE in a time slot is constant and equal to
In the following, we will refer to the space interval c , which represents the spatial granularity of our model, as space slot.
We can then define the average capacityC L with respect to this sampled space as
where
is the total number of sample points along the trajectory, and P S [a k (ω)] is the probability that the UE is in state S ∈ {M, F, H } at sample point a k along its trajectory. In the next section, we describe a Markov model to compute the probabil-
We point out that the Markov analysis in the following section and the subsequent handover policy remain valid even with a more general propagation model than (1) . The crucial aspect is that the independence of successive fading samples must be ensured by choosing a proper sampling period T c for that channel model. The Rayleigh fading distribution used in (1) allows a semi-closed form expression for the probabilities P S [a k (ω)], whereas they can be obtained through numerical methods for any other fading distribution.
IV. MARKOV ANALYSIS OF THE HO PERFORMANCE
In this section we model the HO process by means of a non homogeneous discrete time Markov Chain (MC). To begin with, we denote by N T and N H the number of space slots covered by the UE in time T and T H , respectively, i.e.,
At every step, the UE moves along its trajectory, and the SINR changes accordingly. As explained in the previous section, the HO process is started whenever the SINR drops below a certain threshold γ th . We then define M j and F j , with j ∈ {0, . . . , N T }, as the MC state that is entered when the UE is connected to the M-BS or F-BS, respectively, and the SINR has remained below γ th for j consecutive steps. Furthermore, we define H j andH j , j ∈ {1, . . . , N H }, as the MC states entered when the UE performs the macro-to-femto and femto-to-macro handover, respectively. Assume that, at step k, the MC is in state M j . In the following step, the MC evolves from M j to M j+1 if γ M (a k , kT c ) < γ M th , otherwise the MC returns to M 0 since the TTT counter is reset. Conversely, if the SINR remains below threshold when the MC is in state M N T , the UE starts the HO process to the F-BS and the MC enters state H 1 . In the following N H steps the MC deterministically crosses all the handover states H j and ends up in state F 0 , regardless of the channel conditions. At this point, the UE is connected to F-BS, and the evolution of the MC is conceptually identical to that seen for the M j states. (17) and (18) .
A graphical representation of the non homogeneous discrete time MC is shown in Figure 3 , with the transition probabilities that will be explained below.
A. Transition Probabilities and Transition Matrix
The cumulative distribution function of the random variable ξ h , given in (5) as the ratio of two independent and identically distributed exponential random variables, is equal to
Using (4) and (16), the transition probability from state M j to M j+1 , with j ∈ {0, . . . , N T } 5 , at step k, is given by
Similarly, the transition probability from F j to F j+1 is equal to
Note that (17) and (18) vary along the UE trajectory because of the pathloss, so that the MC is indeed non-homogeneous. Without loss of generality, we can arrange the states according to the order {M j }, {H j }, {F j }, and {H j }, and in increasing order of the index j within the same set of states. The system transition matrix P(k) at the k-th step can then be expressed with the following sub block structure
where the submatrices M(k), F(k), H(k), andH(k) are the square transition matrices within the sets {M j }, {F j }, {H j }, and {H j }, respectively, while V Y X (k) are the rectangular transition matrices from set X to set Y . The elements of other blocks, represented by the symbol ∅, are all equal to 0. From the previous analysis, M(k) is given by
F(k) is the same as M(k) with p th
Finally,
and
The state probability vector p(k) at the k-th step is given by
where p(0) is the state probability vector at the starting point of the UE trajectory, and P(i) is the transition matrix defined at the i-th step along the UE trajectory. Assuming that the UE starts its path when connected to the M-BS, we set the initial probabilities to 1 for M 0 and 0 for all the other states, so that
We can then compute the probability that the UE is in state S ∈ {M, F, H } at any given point a k , k ∈ {1, . . . , N L }, as the sum of the probabilities of the states {M j }, {F j }, and {H j } ∪ {H j }, respectively, at step k, i.e.,
where p i (k) is the i-th entry of the state probability vector (24).
V. HANDOVER DECISION ACCOUNTING FOR CELL LOAD
In this section we consider the handover decision problem when macro and femtocells are partially loaded. In this case, handing over towards the BS with the strongest RSRP may actually yield poorer performance because of the traffic load of the new cell. As in [31] , we assume that the BSs include an indication of their current traffic load in the pilot signals, so that the UEs know the average fraction of available resources for each surrounding cell. This information shall then be considered in the HO strategy, in order to select the cell with the best tradeoff between signal quality and traffic load.
Let λ S ∈ [0, 1], S ∈ {M, F}, denote the fraction of available resources in the cell served by S-BS. Although our model can accommodate any other scaling law, for the sake of simplicity we assume that the average performance experienced by a UE when connected to such a BS will be simply proportional to λ S . We hence define the load-scaled average capacity of the UE in state S ∈ {M, F} as follows
while, as usual, we assume zero capacity during handover, i.e.,
Accordingly, the average load-scaled capacityC load L along the UE trajectory is given bȳ
is the probability that at point a k the UE is in state S ∈ {M, F, H }. Clearly, this probability depends on the HO policy, which shall be adjusted to account for the load conditions of the cells.
A simple way to reach this goal, with minimal impact on the HO mechanism, is to maintain the standard SINR-based HO procedure considered in the previous section, and acting on the Cell Individual Offset (CIO) of the cells, which shall be modified to account for the different traffic loads. This is equivalent to defining, for each cell S, a threshold γ S,load th that depends on the current traffic loads of the macro and femtocells, respectively.
The choice of the thresholds determines the characteristics of the load-aware HO algorithm. A reasonable approach is to adapt the threshold to the cell loads in such a way that the relative performance gain experienced by the UE when changing BS is constant. Now, averaging over the fading phenomena and assuming both macro and femtocells are unloaded (λ M = λ F = 1), the HO from M-BS to F-BS is triggered when the SINR drops below the threshold γ M th . According to (10) , the ratio between the average capacity of the UE in states M and F at this threshold-crossing point a k * is given bȳ
We can then set γ
M,load th
in such a way that the ratio between the load-scaled capacities given by (27) at the new threshold-crossing point a load k * is still equal to γ M th , i.e., 
Repeating the same reasoning for the femto-to-macro handover, we get
Using γ
S,load th
in place of γ S th in (17) and (18), we can then resort to the MC model described in the previous section to compute the average trajectory performance achieved by the load-aware HO policy. The model can then be utilized to investigate the optimal choice of the TTT parameter, as will be explained in the next section.
VI. CONTEXT-AWARE HO POLICY (CAHP)
The mathematical model developed in the previous sections can be used to derive a Context-Aware HO Policy (CAHP). The context parameters that the model is built upon consist of the transmit powers of the BSs ( t x M and t x F ), the path loss coefficients (which determine the distance-dependent path gains g M (a) and g F (a)), the inter-BS distance d M F , the carrier frequency f c , and the UE speed v. In addition, the traffic load of the cells can be considered for the traffic-aware CAHP. Given these parameters, it is then possible to use the models (13) and (29) to find the value TTT that maximizes the estimated average performance experienced by the UE when crossing the area. The CAHP, hence, consists in using the optimal TTT value for the current context parameters, which are supposed to be either known by the UE or estimated from the RSRP received from the different BSs. In fact, pilot signals can carry all the necessary information, such as the pathloss exponent used in the propagation model and the cell load conditions, while the UE speed can be accurately obtained from the UE itself, with standard GPS-based systems provided by current devices.
In the remainder of this section we investigate the average UE capacity (13) when varying the context parameters, in order to gain insight on the shape of the CAHP when the cell traffic load is neglected. In the following section, we compare by simulation the performance of our CAHP against the standard handover process using static TTT values (FIX) and we extend the analysis to the model described in Sec. V, where the load of the two cells is considered.
We assume a scenario composed by a M-BS with transmission power of 46 dBm and a F-BS with transmission power of 24 dBm [30] . The BSs are placed 500 m apart. Furthermore, we set T H = 200 ms, γ M th = γ F th = 1 dB, while T is varied with a granularity of 10 ms. Fig. 4 shows the analytical average capacityC L given by (13) for different speeds, as a function of T . We note that the curves show a similar trend for all speed values. The sharp capacity drop for low T values is due to the ping-pong effect, which is indeed alleviated when using longer T values. In particular, the longer the channel coherence time (i.e., the lower the speed v), the larger the T required to avoid the ping pong effect, as expected. For high T values, all curves reach an asymptotic value that corresponds to the average trajectory capacity achievable when handover is not performed. The optimal T shall then trade off between the risk of ping-pong effect and the HO delay. Note that, for very high UE speeds, the maximum capacity corresponds to the asymptotic capacity. In this case, the optimal policy simply consists in always avoiding the HO, since the performance loss incurred during the HO process is never compensated by the capacity gain obtained by connecting to the F-BS. Fig. 5 shows the optimal T values obtained from the analytical model for different speeds and scenarios. In practice, we vary the pathloss coefficients of the macro and femto BSs to change the channel profile and the femtocell coverage area, which is "small" for η F = 2, η M = 4 (radius of 9 m, left most bar), "medium", for η F = 2.5, η M = 4.5 (radius of 11 m, middle bar), and "large", for η F = 3, η M = 5 (radius of 13 m, right most bar). As predictable, the speed threshold above which the optimal policy is to skip HO depends on the femtocell range. In particular, for large cells, the losses due the HO are balanced by the higher capacity obtained by connecting to the F-BS. Therefore, skipping HO is convenient only when the UE speed is quite high. For lower speeds, instead, the optimal T is the minimum value to avoid ping-pong events due to fast fading and, hence, only depends on the channel coherence time that, in turn, depends on the UE's speed, but is independent of the size of the cells.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the performance achieved by the CAHP approach through Montecarlo simulations. In particular, we compare the mean capacity obtained by CAHP against the capacity of FIX policies that use constant TTT values, with T ∈ {100 ms, 256 ms, 512 ms}, irrespective of the UE speed and of the other channel parameters. In the simulation we consider path loss coefficients η F = 2.5 and η M = 4.5 for F-BS and M-BS, respectively, the fast fading model presented in Sec. III, and a noise level equal to σ 2 = −130 dBm, obtained assuming a total downlink bandwidth of 20 MHz and a noise power spectral density of N = k B T 0 = −143.82 dBW/MHz, where the noise temperature T 0 is equal to 300 K and k B is the Boltzmann constant. 6 Fig . 6 shows the average trajectory capacity obtained in the simulations. At low speeds, the performance of the FIX policy suffers from the ping-pong effect due to low T values, while CAHP adopts a larger T that avoids HO triggering due to fast-fading fluctuations. Conversely, for higher speeds, CAHP outperforms the FIX policy by adopting sufficiently low T values to avoid the ping-pong effects, while not excessively delaying the switching to the F-BS. In particular, the higher the fixed T value, the lower the speed beyond which HO is never performed, and the higher the capacity loss compared to CAHP that, instead, performs a handover. We note that, at high speeds, all curves asymptotically converge to the same value corresponding, as in the analytical model, to the average trajectory capacity achieved when the UE remains always connected to the M-BS. The optimal HO policy consists therefore in not performing the handover to the F-BS, to avoid the loss due to two zero-capacity T H intervals in a short time. In this case, all policies with sufficiently large T obtain the same results. Note that the asymptotic capacity given by simulations slightly differs from that given by the Markov model, as reported in Fig. 4 . This small discrepancy is likely due to the simplifying assumption of the analytical model, which considers a perfectly homogeneous scenario around the femtocell center c. The simulations, instead, consider the actual location of both BSs and the actual power received at any given point by each of them. Fig. 7 describes the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the average trajectory capacity for a UE speed of v = 40 Km/h. We note that the improvement provided by CAHP is concentrated in the lower part of the CDF. These values correspond to the trajectories that cross the femtocell area close to its center, i.e., to the location of the F-BS. In this region, a small T makes it possible to exploit the signal from the F-BS and to gain up to 50% in capacity in comparison with the case with larger T . On the contrary, the higher part of the CDF corresponds to trajectories that cross the femtocell far from the center, so that the average trajectory capacity is basically unaffected by T because HO is skipped in most cases. The above results have been obtained by assuming that both the macro and the femtocell were unloaded. In the following we instead consider the case where the capacity of the cells is partially taken by other users. The pathloss coefficients from M-BS and F-BS are fixed to 4.5 and 2.5, respectively. Fig. 8 shows the analytical average trajectory capacity (29) as function of T , and with UE's speed v = 20 Km/h, when varying the load factor λ M of the macrocell in the set λ M ∈ {0.2, 0.5, 0.7, 1}, while keeping the femtocell unloaded (λ F = 1). We can observe that the curves in Fig. 8 have the same shape, but are scaled according to λ M . In particular, the asymptotic capacity scales proportionally to λ M . In fact, when T is large enough, the UE does not perform any handover and remains always connected to the macrocell, and its resulting average trajectory capacity equals that of the macrocell, which is scaled by a factor λ M with respect to the unloaded case. We also observe that the T value that maximizes the average trajectory capacity is the same for every load condition. The situation however changes for higher UE speed, as can be seen from Fig. 9 which reports the average capacity of the UE when varying T , with v = 150 Km/h. Here, CAHP encourages the UE to switch to the femtocell for highly loaded macrocells (λ M = 0.2, 0.5), while it avoids the handover when the macrocell is unloaded. This confirms the intuition that the threshold speed increases with the load of the macrocell. Figs. 10 and 11 show the average trajectory capacity obtained through simulations when fixing λ F = 1 and setting λ M equal to 0.2 and 0.7, respectively. In order to quantify the performance achieved by CAHP, we show also the capacity upper bound (Opt) computed through an exhaustive search of all possible HO policies, thus representing the best achievable performance for every user trajectory. Note that the computation of the optimal strategy requires to know in advance the fast fading gains at each point along the UE's trajectory and, hence, it is infeasible in practical scenarios. As in the previous case, we compare the performance achieved by the CAHP policy with two TTTfixed policies, where the cell loads are not considered and T is set to 100 ms and 50 ms, respectively. As in Fig. 6 , the CAHP approach achieves a substantial gain in comparison with the TTT-fixed policies for all the considered speeds. We notice that, since the capacity penalty due to T H is larger at high speeds, the gap with the Opt policy increases with the users velocity. Moreover, the gain provided by the CAHP policy grows when the cell load is unbalanced.
This trend is further analyzed in Fig. 12 . In this simulation we set v = 60 Km/h, while λ M is varied from 0.1 to 1 and λ F = 1. As expected, the average trajectory capacity increases when the macrocell is unloaded since HO is performed less frequently because the macrocell provides good enough performance. When the load at the macrocell increases, the gap between the CAHP and the TTT-fixed policies increases. The CAHP gain is due to the capability of the CAHP approach to tune the TTT considering the cell loads. In particular, when the load at the macrocell is very high, the CAHP policy achieves more than 100% performance improvement with respect to the TTT-fixed policies.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we proposed a novel approach to optimize the handover procedure in HetNets by considering context parameters, such as the user speed, the channel gains and the load information of the cells. We derived a novel analytical framework that makes use of a Markov chain to model the evolution of the UE state during the handover process. The model was then used to derive the handover strategy that maximizes the UE average capacity in different scenarios, as a function of the context parameters. By adding suitable offsets to the HO thresholds, we then adjusted the mathematical model and the CAHP algorithm to account for the traffic loads of the cells. Finally, we presented a number of simulation results to assess the performance obtained by the proposed policy in comparison with standard HO policies with fixed TTT.
From this study it clearly emerges that context-awareness can indeed improve the handover process and significantly increase the performance of mobile UEs in HetNets. Although in this paper we assume that the UE trajectory is unknown, the proposed model can actually be adapted to account for exact (or statistical) knowledge of the UE path across the HetNet. In this case, the adoption of context-aware HO policies becomes even more crucial. The challenge, then, becomes the development of suitable techniques to estimate the context parameters, and the UE trajectory, in a simple and reliable manner, possibly using machine-learning approaches.
APPENDIX A From (16), the probability density function of ξ is given by
Givenγ , the expectation of log 2 (1 +γ ξ) is computed as
where β = log 2 e and integration by parts was used to solve the integral. APPENDIX B
We here describe a possible extension of the proposed mathematical model to a scenario with multiple femtocells. We indicate with F = {F 1 , . . . , F N } the set of N femtocells, placed within the macrocell coverage area. At every step of its trajectory, the UE can be connected either to one of the femtocells or to the macrocell, or can be switching from the serving to the target cell. The average capacity along the whole trajectory is still computed as in (13) , except for the UE state space, which is now {M, H } ∪ F, i.e.,
The average capacityC S (a k (ω)) at point a k is given in (10) and (11), and the SINR γ S (a k , kT c ) with respect to the S-BS, S ∈ F ∪ M, is now given by
where each received signal has power as in (1) . The probability P S [a k (ω)] in (35) is defined as in Sec. IV and computed from the Markov Chain described below.
The MC for the multi cell scenario is slightly more involved than the one for the single femtocell (see Fig. 3 ), but the principle of transition among states remains unchanged. The main difference is that we here need to take into account a TTT counter for each of the possible target BSs; the counter that expires first determines the next serving BS.
The states of the MC can be split into two classes. The first one describes the cell states, depicted with rectangular boxes in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 , where the UE is connected to any of the N + 1 BSs and one or more TTTs can possibly start. We recall here that, according to the standard [3] , the TTT from the UE serving cell Ser towards the target cell T starts when the SINR 
The parameter C indicates the BS that the UE is currently attached to, while the number t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N T } indicates for how many consecutive steps the SINR γ Ser,S (a k , kT c ) has been below threshold, i.e., t represents the TTT counter for a possible handover to S-BS. The UE will be eventually connected to BS S * = Ser if c S * = N T and γ Ser,S * (a k , kT c ) remains below threshold for one more step. Obviously, S * is the state for which these conditions occur first. The second class of states in the MC accounts for the handover procedures towards the new serving cell. In this case the handover states, depicted with circles in Fig. 14 , are defined by the pair < S, h > where S specifies the BS to be connected to and h ∈ {1, . . . , N H } is the counter of the handover time.
For the sake of conciseness, we do not replicate here the rigorous analysis presented in Sec. IV for the single cell case. We prefer instead to give some intuition on how the MC evolves in this more general case. The transitions among cell states are constrained by the fact that, if at the k-th step c S = t, with t < N T and S = Ser , then in the following step c S could be either t + 1, if γ Ser,S (a k , kT c ) < γ Ser th , or 0 otherwise, i.e., the counter to S-BS is reset if its SINR goes above threshold. See Fig. 13 for an example of this transition in the case of N = 2 femtocells. If instead c S = N T and γ Ser,S (a k , kT c ) < γ Ser th , the UE starts the handover process to S-BS and the MC evolves to the handover state < S, 1 >. As before, the MC crosses deterministically all the handover states < S, h >, h = 2, . . . , N H , and ends up in the cell state where c S = C and c S = 0, ∀S = S. See Fig. 14 for an example of this transition in the case of N = 2 femtocells.
The probability p th Ser,S (k) that the SINR γ Ser,S (a k , kT c ) is below threshold is computed as in (17) and (18), and is equal to 
is the deterministic part of the SINR γ Ser,S (a k , kT c ). Since the received powers from different cells are independent, the transition probabilities among the states of the MC are easily computed from (39) as the product of the probabilities with respect to all cells except the serving one, as can be seen from Fig. 13 and Fig. 14. As a final comment, we note that the number of states N TOT of the MC described above grows exponentially with the number of femtocells, since
However, the complexity of the model can be reduced by considering only transitions among neighboring cells.
